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Visualizing Psychology, 3rd Edition
**Synopsis**

Visualizing Psychology, Third Edition helps students examine their own personal studying and learning styles with several new pedagogical aids—encouraging students to apply what they are learning to their everyday lives while offering ongoing study tips and psychological techniques for mastering the material. Most importantly, students are provided with numerous opportunities to immediately access their understanding.
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**Customer Reviews**

A decent book as an intro to psychology. I actually read the entire book (gasp) as part of my class. The book is an easy read, it has a good amount of pictures and tables, and it keeps things fairly interesting. If I were to give it a negative, it would be the book’s age. It is probably due for a new revision soon. There were an instance where we were discussing the manual that real, licensed psychologists use and the book referenced the 2004 manual. I believe our professor mentioned that they just released a newer revision in the past year or two. So, if you are getting ready to take a psych class soon, I would recommend renting this book vs buying it. If you buy it, you might not be able to sell it if a new edition comes out. Since I rented mine, it did not come with an access code, so
I cannot speak to the benefits of that. I honestly don't see how it would have added to the class. There are tons of free stuff that you can find online (flash cards) so I just don't see the added cost as a value add.

This was a fantastic deal and just in time. I am taking PSY 101 and this book was highly recommended and I am so glad I got it!

I used this book in an intro psychology class and it was very helpful. It is much cheaper than buying a hard copy and was very good at explaining the basics of psych.

The book is good but I thought since it was new it would come with the WileyPlus Access Code. Does it not? I need to know soon.

The pages are pretty bent up but it serves its purpose :)

This is a book for my Psychology class, and I like the information that is gathered in it. It is very educational about the mind, and how things work. I like the class so far, and the book was a great choice.

This is a really good book. I actually ordered it because of a college class I am taking. Most of the information contained in this book are things anyone would find interesting.

It was in it's packaging, brand new. Loose leaf paper, I'm not a fan of but it was the cheapest and it will do. It's what I ordered and wanted and that's what I got.
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